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Given a compact Riemannian manifold (Md, g), a finite dimensional representa-
tion \: ?1(M)  GL(V) of the fundamental group ?1(M) on a vector space V of
dimension l and a Hermitian structure + on the flat vector bundle E wp M
associated to \, RaySinger [RS] have introduced the analytic torsion
T=T(M, \, g, +)>0. Witten’s deformation dq (t) of the exterior derivative dq ,
dq (t)=e&htdq eht, with h: M  R a smooth Morse function, can be used to define
a deformation T(h, t)>0 of the analytic torsion T with T(h, 0)=T. The main
results of this paper are to provide, assuming that grad gh is Morse Smale, an
asymptotic expansion for log T(h, t) for t   of the form d+1j=0 aj t
j+b log t+
O(1- t ) and to present two different formulae for a0 . As an application we obtain
a shorter derivation of results due to RaySinger [RS], Cheeger [Ch], Mu ller
[Mu1, 2] which, in increasing generality, concern the equality for odd dimensional
manifolds of the analytic torsion with the average of the Reidemeister torsion
corresponding to the triangulation T=(h, g) and the dual triangulation
TD=(d&h, g).  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. Introduction
Let M be a compact smooth manifold of dimension d without boundary
and \: ?1(M)  GL(V) a linear representation of the fundamental group
?1(M) of M on a vectorspace V of dimension l. The representation \
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induces a smooth vector bundle E  M equipped with a flat canonical
connection. Let 4q(M; E)=C(4q(T*M)E) be the space of smooth
q-forms with values in E where T*M denotes the cotangent bundle of M.
The above connection can be interpreted as a first order differential
operator \dq: 4q(M; E)  4q+1(M; E) and its flatness is equivalent to
\dq+1 } \dq=0 for 0qd. Note that if \ is trivial, \d is the usual exterior
differential d. In case there is no risk of ambiguity we will write d instead
of \d and continue to call it exterior differential. Let h: M  R be a smooth
Morse function. For convenience we assume that h is selfindexing i.e.
h(x)=index x, for any critical point x of h. Following Witten [Wi] we
introduce the deformation (4q(M; E), dq(t)) of the de Rham com-
plex (4q(M; E), dq) where dq (t)=e&thdq eth=dq+t dh 7. One verifies
that this complex is elliptic. Let g be a Riemannian metric on M and +
a Hermitian structure for E  M. The Riemannian metric g induces
the Hodge operators Jq: 4q(T*M)x  4d&q(T*M)x (x # M) and the
Hermitian structure + on E together with the Hodge operators induce a
Hermitian structure on 4q(T*M)E given by (ws, w$s$)(x)=
Jd (w(x) 7 Jq w$(x)) +(s(x), s$(x)). The formal adjoint of \dq (t) with
respect to this Hermitian structure is a first order differential operator
\dq*(t): 4q+1(M; E)  4q(M; E). More explicitly let \* be the dual
representation of \, \*: ?1(M)  GL(V*), with V* denoting the dual
of V and let +* denote the Hermitian structure + when viewed as an
isomorphism +*: E  E*. Then \dq*(t) can be written as
\ dq*(t)=(&1)dq+1 (Jd&qId)(Id+*)&1
} \*dd&(q+1)(Id+*)(Jq+1Id).
Introduce the deformed Laplacians, acting on q-forms,
2q (t)=dq*(t) dq (t)+dq&1(t) d*q&1(t).
The operators 2q (t) are elliptic, non negative selfadjoint operators.
Denote by (*qj ) j1 the set of all eigenvalues of 2q (t), counted with multi-
plicities, and introduce the corresponding zeta function
‘q (s)= :
*j
q{0
(*qj )
&s.
The functions ‘q (s) are holomorphic in the half plane Res>d2 and they
can be extended to meromorphic functions in the whole complex plane
[Se1] with s=0 being a regular point for all of them. Therefore one can
define the regularized determinant of 2q
log det 2q=&
d
ds
‘q (0).
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Consider the function T(h, t)=T(M, \, g, +, h, t) defined by
log T(h, t)= 12 :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 q log det 2q (t). (0.1)
Note that T(h, 0) is independent of h and is equal to the analytic torsion
T=T(M, \, g, +) as introduced by RaySinger [RS]. For t{0, T(h, t) will
be refered to as Witten’s deformation of the analytic torsion. It is well
known that the set of eigenvalues of 2q (t), when t  , separates into two
parts. The part of small eigenvalues, whose number is equal to mq l
(l=dim V, mq=*Crq (h), Crq (h) the set of critical points of h of index q),
converge to zero at a rate of O(te&2t) and all large eigenvalues grow
at a rate of O(t). Therefore one can decompose, for sufficiently large t,
(4q(M; E), dq (t)) as
4q(M; E), dq (t)=(4q(M; E)sm , dq (t)) (4q(M; E)la , dq (t))
where 4q(M; E)sm respectively 4q(M; E) la are the orthogonal subspaces of
4q(M; E), both depending on t, generated by eigenforms corresponding to
small respectively large eigenvalues. Accordingly one decomposes ‘q (s)=
‘q, sm (s, t)+‘q, la (s, t) and log T(h, t)=log Tsm (h, t)+log Tla (h, t). The
main results of this paper concern the asymptotic expansions of log T(h, t),
log Tsm (h, t) and log Tla (h, t) for t  . Before formulating these results we
recall the notion of Reidemeister torsion associated to (M, \, g, +) and to
a generalized triangulation of M, which is defined as follows:
Definition. A pair T=(h, g$) is said to be a generalized triangulation if
(i) h: M  R is a smooth Morse function which is selfindexing
(h(x)=index(x) for any critical point x of h);
(ii) g$ is a Riemannian metric so that grad g$h satisfies the Morse
Smale condition (for any two critical points x and y of h the stable
manifold W+x and the unstable manifold W
&
y , with respect to grad g$h,
intersect transversely);
(iii) in a neighborhood of any critical point of index q of the function
h one can introduce local coordinates such that
h(x)=q&(x21+ } } } +x
2
q)2+(x
2
q+1+ } } } +x
2
d)2,
and the metric g is Euclidean in these coordinates.
The unstable manifolds W&x provide a partition of M into open cells where
W&x is an open cell of dimension equal to the index of x. The name of
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generalized triangulation for the pair (h, g$) is justified as a generalized
triangulation can be viewed as a generalization of a simplicial triangulation.1
Given a generalized triangulation T=(h, g$) we denote by TD the
generalized triangulation TD=(d&h, g$) and extending the definition of
dual triangulations in combinatorial topology we call TD the generalized
triangulation dual to T. The Reidemeister torsion {(T)={(M, \, g, +, T),
associated to (M, \, g, +) and the generalized triangulation T=(h, g$), is
a positive number given by
log {(T)=log {comb (T)+log {met (T)
where we refer to {comb (T)={comb (M, \, g, +, T) as the combinatorial
part of {(T) and to {met (T)={met (M, \, g, +, T) as the metric part of
{(T).
In order to define {comb (T) and {met (T) consider the universal covering
p: M  M of M. Choose an orientation of M and for each critical point x^
of h =h } p an orientation for the unstable manifold W&x^ of grad g$h , the
gradient of h with respect to the pull back of the metric g$ on M , again
denoted by g$. The orientations on M and on W&x^ induce an orientation
on W+x^ . Consider the chain complex
C
*
(M, T) :=[Cq (M , T) | $q : Cq (M , T)  Cq&1(M , T)]
where Cq (M , T) denotes the free abelian group generated by the set
Crq (h ) of critical points of h of index q and $q: Cq (M , T)  Cq&1(M , T)
is a homomorphism given by
$q (x^)= :
y^ # Crq&1
; y^q; x^ y^.
The integers ; y^q; x^ are the intersection numbers of W
+
y^ and W
&
x^ in
h&1(q&12). The free action of ?1(M) on M makes C*(M , T) a chain com-
plex of free Z[?1(M)]-modules. Let C*(M, \, T) :=hom?1(C*(M , T), V)
be the space of linear maps C
*
(M , T)  V which are equivariant with
respect to the action provided by ?1(M) on C*(M , T) and on V, the under-
lying vector space of the representation \. C
*
(M , T) is a cochain complex
of finite dimensional vector spaces. The vector space Cq(M, \, T) has
dimension mq l, where l=lim V and mq=*Crq (h); it can be identified with
the space of sections of the restriction of E to the discrete space Crq (h)M
of critical points of h of index q. Therefore it is equipped with the
scalar product induced by the Hermitian structure +. An alternative
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description of this scalar product is the following: For each critical point
xq; j # Crq (h) choose a +-orthonormal basis eq; j1 , ..., eq; jl of Exq ; j and select a
lift x^q; j of xq; j in M . Define Eq; jr (1 jmq , 1rl) to be the unique
element in hom? (Cq (M , T), V) which satisfies Eq; jr (x^q; i)=$ji e q; jr where
e q; jr # V corresponds to the element eq; jr uniquely determined by the
commutative diagram
M _V ww E
M ww M
The elements Eq; jr (1 jmq , 1rl) form a basis of Cq(M; \, T) and
the scalar product which makes this basis orthonormal is identical with
the one defined previously. When equipped with this scalar product
C*(M; \, T) will be denoted by C*(M; \, T, +). Denote by $q*:
Cq+1(M; \, T, +)  Cq(M; \, T, +) the adjoint of $q: Cq(M; \, T, +) 
Cq+1(M; \, T, +) and form the Laplacians
2

q :=$q*$q+$q&1 $*q&1 , 2

q: Cq(M; \, T, +)  C q(M; \, T, +).
Denote by det$ 2

q the product of all non zero eigenvalues of 2

q . Notice
that det$ 2

q is always a positive number and therefore we may introduce
{comb (T)={comb (M; \, T, +) by
log {comb (T)=12 :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 q log det$ 2

q . (0.2)
It remains to define {met . We need to introduce some notation. Given an
isomorphism a: V1  V2 between two r-dimensional vector spaces with
scalar products define
|det a| :=- det(a*a)
where a* denotes the adjoint of a. Notice that |det a|=|det(ai, j )| where
(ai, j)1i, jr is the matrix representation of a with respect to arbitrary
orthonormal bases [e1 , e2 , ..., er] in V1 and [ f1 , f2 , ..., fr] in V2; geometri-
cally |det a| can be interpreted as the volume of the parallelpiped in V2
determined by a(e1), a(e2), ..., a(er). De Rham theory provides a canoni-
cally defined isomorphism between the de Rham cohomology Hq(M; E)=
Hq(4*(M, E), d) and the cohomology Hq(C*(M, \, T), $)
Rq: Hq(M; E)  H q(C*(M, \, T), $).
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Let Aq respectively Bq be the canonical isomorphisms between Ker 2q and
Hq(M; E) respectively between Ker 2

q and Hq(C*(M, \, T), $). Denote by
Vq=Vq(\, T) the volume Vq=|det(r&1q )| , where r
&1
q =A
&1
q R
&1
q Bq . The
metric part of the Reidemeister torsion {met (T)={met (M, \, T, g, +) is
defined by
log {met (T)= :
d
q=0
(&1)q log Vq . (0.3)
To state the first result we introduce the following definitions:
Definition. A system (M, \, h, g, +) satisfies hypothesis (H) if
(H1) T=(h, g) is a generalized triangulation and
(H2) + is parallel with respect to the canonical connection in a
neighbourhood of any critical point of h.
Definition. A continuous function a: R  R is said to have a complete
asymptotic expansion for t   if there are sequences i1>i2> } } } with
limk   ik=&, (ak)k1 and (bk)k1 such that, for any L1,
a(t)= :
L&1
k=1
ak tik+ :
L&1
k=1
bk tik log t+O(tiL log t). (0.4)
In that case we write
a(t)t :
k1
ak tik+ :
k1
bk tik log t.
The function a(t) is said to have an asymptotic expansion for t   if there
exists i1> } } } >iN=0>iN+1 and sequence of numbers (ak)k1 and
(bk)k1 such that
a(t)=:
N
1
ak tik+:
N
1
bk tik log t+O(tiN+1). (0.5)
For convenience we denote by FT(a(t)) the coefficient of the asymptotic
expansion of a(t) corresponding to t0.
Both Theorem A and Theorem B concern the asymptotic expansions of
log T(h, t), log Tsm (h, t) and log Tla (h, t). There are two different methods
to analyze these expansions. Theorem A contains results which can be
obtained by applying the analysis of HelfferSjo strand [HS] of Wittens’s
deformation of the de Rham complex. Theorem B contains results which
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can be obtained from the theory of families of pseudodifferential operators
elliptic with parameter. As usual ;q=;q (M, \) denotes the q th Betti
number, ;q=dim H q(M; E).
Theorem A. Assume that the system (M, \, h, g, +) satisfies (H) and let
T denote the generalized triangulation (h, g). Then the following statements
are true:
(i) The function log T(h, t), log Tsm (h, t) and log Tla (h, t) admit
asymptotic expansions for t  .
(ii) The asymptotic expansion of log T(h, t) is of the form
log T(h, t)=log T&log {met (T)+log ? \ :
d
q=0
(&1)q
d&2q
4
;q+
+\ :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1
d&2q
4
;q+ log t+\ :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 q;q+ t
+ :
d+1
j=1 \ :
d
q=0
(&1)q pq; j+ t j+O \ 1- t+ (0.6)
where the pq; j's are local terms (of Lemma 2.3) which all vanish in the case
M is of odd dimension.
(iii) The asymptotic expansion of log Tsm (h, t) is of the form
log {comb (T)+
1
2 \ :
d
q=0
(&1)q q(mq l&;q)+ (2t&log t+log ?)+O \ 1- t+ .
(0.7)
Theorem A 2 is proved in Section 2 using, as already mentioned, results
due to HelfferSjo strand [HS] concerning the asymptotic analysis of the
complex (4*(M)sm , d(t)). Actually, we use a generalization of their results
to the case of vector valued differential forms. It has been verified by
BismutZhang [BZ] that all the arguments of HelfferSjo strand carry over
for the asymptotic analysis of the complex (4*(M, E)sm , d(t)). For the con-
venience of the reader the auxiliary results needed for the proof of Theorem
A are reviewed in Section 1. However the paper can be well understood
without reading Section 1.
Concerning Theorem B we first remark that the family of operators 2q (t)
is a family with parameter of order 2 and weight 1 (see [Sh], [BFK] or
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Section 1). If 2q (t) were a family of operators elliptic with parameter, then
log det 2q (t) would admit a complete asymptotic expansion for t  ,
whose coefficients would be given by local expressions, involving the sym-
bol of the resolvent of 2q(t) ([BFK], Theorem A (iii)). This would lead to
the false conclusion that the analytic torsion itself is a local expression.
However, the family 2q (t) fails to be elliptic with parameter precisely at
the critical points of the Morse function h. We therefore can use the Mayer
Vietoris type formula for determinants [BFK], reviewed in Section 1, to
localize the failure of the family 2q (t) to be elliptic with parameter and
to obtain a relative result, comparing the asymptotic expansions corre-
sponding to two different systems (M, \, h, g, +) and (M , \~ , h , g~ , +~ ). In
view of the application in Section 4 we only present a result concerning the
free term of the asymptotic expansion for log Tla (h, t)&log Tla (h , t). In
Section 3 we prove
Theorem B. Suppose (Md, \, h, g, +) and (M d, \~ , h , g~ , +~ ) satisfy both
hypothesis (H) and further assume that l(\~ )=l(\) and *Crq (h)=*Crq (h )
(0qd). Then the following statements hold:
(i) The free term FT(log Tla (h, t)&log Tla (h , t)) of the asymptotic
expansion of log Tla (h, t)&log la (h , t) is given by
F(log la (h, t)&log Tla (h , t))
=|
M"Cr(h)
a0(h, ==0, x)&|
M "Cr(h )
a0(h , ==0, x~ ) (0.8)
where the densities a0 (h, =, x) and a0 (h , =, x~ ) are forms of degree d and are
given by explicit local formulae (see (3.5)); the difference is taken in the
sense explained below.
(ii) If h$: M  R is another self indexing Morse function with the
same critical points as h, which is equal to h in a neighborhood of the critical
points, and grad gh$ generates the same cochain complex as grad gh then
a0(h, ==0, x)&a0(h$, ==0, x)=db(x) with b(x) a differential form of
degree d&1 which vanishes in a neighborhood of Cr(h).
(iii) If d is odd then
a0(h, ==0, x)+a0(d&h, ==0, x)=0. (0.9)
The integral M"Cr(h) a0(h, ==0, x) is not convergent, so the difference
on the right hand side of (0.8) should be understood in the following
way: in view of the hypothesis (H) there exist neighborhoods V of Cr(h)
and V of Cr(h ), a diffeomorphism {: V  V and a bundle isomorphism
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/: E |V  E | V so that { and / intertwine the functions h and h , the metrics
g and g~ , the Hermitian structures + and +~ and the differential operators \d
and \~ d. Define
|
M"Cr(h)
a0(h, ==0, x)&|
M "Cr(h )
a0(h , ==0, x~ )
:=|
M"V
a0(h, ==0, x)&|
M "V
a0(h , ==0, x~ ). (0.10)
Clearly, this definition is independent of the choice of V and V .
As an immediate application of Theorem A and Theorem B we obtain
the following Corollary which will be proved in Section 3 as well:
Corollary C. Suppose (M d, \, h, g, +) and (M d, \~ , h , g~ , +~ ) both satisfy
(H). Moreover assume that d is odd, l(\)=l(\~ ) and *Crq(h)=*Crq(h ) for
0qd. Denote by T respectively T the generalized triangulation (h, g)
respectively (h , g~ ). Then, with T :=T(M d, \~ , h , g~ , +~ )
log T&log T
=(log {(T)+log {(TD))2&(log {(T )+log {(T D))2.
Section 4 contains an application of Corollary C. We prove a theorem
due to, in increasing generality, RaySinger, Cheeger, Mu ller, (see also
BismutZhang [BZ]).
Theorem 4.1 [RS, Ch, Mu 1, 2]. Assume that (Md, g) is a Riemannian
manifold of odd dimension, \ a representation \: ?1(M)  GL(V), + a
Hermitian structure of E  M and T=(h, g$) a generalized triangulation.
Then
log T=(log {(T)+log {(TD))2. (0.11)
The formula (0.11) is not true for n even. However in view of
Theorem B(i) the same arguments as in the odd dimensional case imply
that log T&log { can be expressed by a local formula. By completely dif-
ferent method such a formula has been obtained by BismutZhang [BZ],
both for odd and even dimensional manifolds. We can also obtain such a
formula by explicitly evaluating the density a0(h, ==0, x), a calculation
which might be of independent interest.
In forthcoming papers we will provide further extensions and applica-
tions of Theorem A, B and Corollary C to analyse the G-torsion of a
compact G-manifold (G a compact Lie group) and to treat the case
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(in collaboration with P. Macdonald) where \ is a finite type Hilbert
bimodule. As a particular case this extension includes the L2-torsion.
A few historical comments concerning Theorem 4.1 are in place. The
above result was conjectured by RaySinger [RS] and proved indepen-
dently by Cheeger [Ch] and Mu ller [Mu 1] in the case where \ is
orthogonal and where the Hermitian structure + is parallel with respect to
the canonical connection induced by \. We point out that in this case
{(T)={(TD).
The result in the generality stated can be derived from the work of
Mu ller [Mu 2] (and also from the work of BismutZhang [BZ]). Our
proof is an application of Theorem A and Theorem B. The idea to use the
Witten deformation in order to verify the equality of the analytic and
Reidemeister torsion has appeared first in a preprint of F. Tangerman [T].
This paper was preceeded by [BFK-2] (unpublished) where a new proof
of the Cheeger Mu ller theorem was given on the lines presented in this
paper.
1. Auxiliary Results
In this section, for the convenience of the reader and to the extent
needed in this paper we review in the first part Seeley’s work on the value
of the zeta function of an elliptic operator at zero [Se1, 2], previous results
of ours concerning the asymptotic expansion of log det of an elliptic family
of pseudodifferential operators with parameter and a MayerVietoris type
formula for determinants [BFK].
In the second part we review results due to HelfferSjo strand [HS]
concerning the analysis of Witten’s de Rham complex.
Let M be a compact smooth manifold of dimension d, possibly with non-
empty boundary M and let E wp M be a smooth complex vector bundle
of rank N. A pair (., ) of smooth maps .: X  .(X)=U/M, U an open
set and : X_CN  E|U , with X=Rd or Rd+=[(x1 , ..., xd)xd0], is said
to be a coordinate chart of (M, E wp M) if . is a chart of M and  is a
trivialization of E  M above U, i.e., p=.p1 where p1: X_CN  X is the
canonical projection.
Let Q: C(E)  C(E) be a classical pseudodifferential operator of
order m; this means that with respect to any chart of (M, E wp M), the
symbol q of Q, q: X_Rd  End(CN), (x, !)  q(x, !), admits an asymptotic
expansion j=0 qm& j (x, !), where qm& j (x, !) is positive homogeneous of
degree m& j in !. Any differential operator is a classical pseudodifferential
operator. The principal symbol _(Q)=qm (x, !) of a classical pseudo-
differential operator Q of order m is invariantly defined as a map
Tx*M  End(Ex).
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Definition. Q is called elliptic if qm (x, !) is invertible for all
(x, !) # Tx*M"0.
We first review the case M=<. One can construct a parametrix
R(+) of the elliptic classical pseudodifferential operator +&Q. This is a
family of elliptic classical pseudodifferential operators depending on
+ # C"x, ! Spec(qm (x, !)), (x, !) # T*M"0, representing an inverse of
+&Q up to smoothing operators. The symbol of R(+) in a chart (., ) has
an asymptotic expansion determined inductively as follows
r&m (x, !, +)=(+&qm (x, !))&1, (1.1)
and, for j1,
r&m& j (x, !, +)=r&m (x, !, +) :
j&1
k=0
:
|:|+l+k= j
1
:!
:!qm&l (x, !)
} \1i x+
:
r&m&k (x, !, +) (1.2)
where :=(:1 , ..., :d) denotes a multiindex, :!=:1 ! } } } :d !, and :!=
:1!1 
:2
!2 } } } 
:d
!d . The component r&m& j (x, !, +) is positive homogeneous of
degree &m& j in (!, +1m), i.e., r&m& j (x, *!, *m+)=*&m& jr&m& j (x, !, +)
for any !{0, *>0.
Assume that the angle ? is a principal angle for a classical elliptic
pseudodifferential operator Q of positive order, i.e., there exists =>0
so that for any (x, !) # T*M"0 the spectrum of the principal symbol
_(Q)(x, !) does not intersect the solid angle V?, = [z # C : Re z0,
|Im z|= |Re z|]. It is a well known fact that at most a finite number of
eigenvalues of the operator Q may be in V?, = . Therefore, if the operator Q
is invertible, one can find a closed solid angle
V%, =1=[z # C : %&=1arg(z)%+=1], ?&=<%<?+=
that does not intersect the spectrum of Q. As V%, =1 is closed it contains in
particular 0 which implies that Q is invertible. To simplify notations,
without loss of generality, we assume that the angle V?, = itself and the ball
B= (0)=[z # C | |z|<=] do not intersect the spectrum of Q. In this case we
say that ? is an Agmon angle. In the case when ? is not an Agmon angle,
one can choose an Agmon angle % from V?, = , and make all constructions
with ? replaced by %.3
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According to Seeley [Se1] these conditions are more than sufficient to
define the complex powers of Q. To do this denote by 1 the contour
11 ? 12 ? 13 with
11 :=[z=\ei? : >\=0](ray towards origin)
12:=[z==0 ei% : ?%&?](circle with clockwise orientation)
13 :=[z=\e&i? : =0\<](ray towards infinity)
and for s # C, with Res>dm define Q&s: C(E)  C(E) by the formula
Q&s=
1
2?i |1 +
&s(+&Q)&1 d+. (1.3)
Seeley [Se1] proved that Q&s is a pseudodifferential operator depending
holomorphically on s, and it is of trace class when Res>dm. For
: # C(M; C) and Res>dm one defines the generalized zeta function
‘:, Q (s) :=
1
2?i |1 +
&s Tr(:(+&Q)&1) d+. (1.4)
It is easy to see that ‘q (s) defined in the introduction is equal to ‘1, 2q (s).
The following result is an immediate generalization of [Se1] (cf. also
Lemma 1.7.7 in [Gi]).
Theorem 1.1 [Se1]. (1) Assume Q is a classical pseudodifferential
operator which is elliptic and has ? as an Agmon angle. If : # C(M, C) then
‘:, Q(s) admits a meromorphic continuation to the entire s-plane. It has at
most simple poles, and s=0 is a regular point. The value of ‘:, Q(s) at s=0
is given by
‘:, Q(0)=|
M
:(x) Id (x)
where Id (x) is a density on M. In a coordinate chart (., ), Id (x) is given
by
Id (x)=
1
m
1
(2?)d ||!|=1 d! |

0
Trr&m&d (x, !,&+) d+. (1.5)
If Q is a differential operator of even order and dim M is odd, then Id (x)#0.
(2) Assume Q(t): Hm(E)  L2(E) is a family of classical pseudo-
differential operators of order m depending in a Cr-fashion on a parameter
t varying in an open set of R (where Hm(E) denotes the space of sections with
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derivatives up to order m in L2(E)). Assume Q(t) is elliptic and ? is an
Agmon angle for any t, uniformly in t.4 Then ‘Q(t)(s) is a family of
holomorphic functions in a neighbourhood of s=0, which depends in a
Cr-fashion on t.
Theorem 1.1 (1) allows to introduce the ‘-regularized determinant of Q
det Q :=exp \& dds ‘Q (s)+ s=0 (1.6)
Theorem 1.1 (2) implies that det Q(t) is Cr in t.
Let Q(t): C(E)  C(E) be a family of classical pseudodifferential
operators of order m depending on a parameter t # R+ , R+=[0, ).
Definition. A family Q(t) is a family of operators with parameter of
order m and weight />0 if the following two conditions are met (see [Sh],
[BFK]):
(a) with respect to an arbitrary coordinate chart (., ) of
(M, E wp M), for any compact set K/Rd and multiindices : and ; there
exists a constant C=C:, ;, K such that for all x # K, ! # Rn, t0
|:x 
;
! q(x, !, t)|C:, ;, k (1+|!|+|t|
1/)m&|;| (1.7)
where q(x, !, t) denotes the symbol of Q(t).
(b) The symbol q(x, !, t) of Q (with respect to an arbitrary chart
(., )) admits an asymptotic expansion  j0 qm& j (x, !, t) with
qm& j (x, *!, */t)=*m& jqm& j (x, !, t) (1.8)
for *>0, ! # Rd"0, and t # R+ .
The principal symbol with parameter qm (x, !, t) is invariantly defined as
a map Tx*M_R+  End Ex .
Definition. A family Q(t) is called elliptic with parameter ([Sh],
[BFK]) if the principal symbol qm (x, !, t) of Q(t) is invertible for all
(x, !, t) # T*M_R+ with (!, t) # Tx*M_R+.
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B= (0) do not intersect the spectrum of Q(t) for any t. Note that the condition of existence of
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of an operator-valued family. An algebraic condition is that there exists a principal angle, say
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a finite number of eigenvalues of Q(t) lying in V?, = cover all possible angles. If such a situation
occurs, the zeta-function as a continuous function of t can be defined only locally (in a small
neighbourhood of any t0). Nevertheless, the determinant is a Cr-function of t.
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In this case one can construct a parametrix R(+, t); this is a family of
elliptic classical pseudodifferential operators depending on t and +, t # R+ ,
+ # C"x, !, t Spec qm (x, !, t), (x, !, t) # T*M_R+ , representing an inverse
of (+&Q(t)) up to smoothing operators whose symbol with respect to a
chart (., ) is determined inductively by
r&m(x, !, t, +)=(+&qm (x, !, t))&1 (1.1$)
r&m& j (x, !, t, +)=(+&qm (x, !, t))&1 :
j&1
k=0
:
|:|+l+k= j
1
:!
_:! qm&l (x, !, t) \1i x+
:
r&m&k (x, !, t, +). (1.2$)
The component r&m& j (x, !, t, +) is positive homogeneous of degree
(&m& j) in !, +1m, t1/. The angle ? is said to be a principal angle for the
family Q(t) if there exists =>0 so that for any (x, !, t), (!, t) # Tx*M_R+
the spectrum of the principal symbol qm (Q)(x, !, t) does not intersect the
solid angle V?, = . The angle ? is said to be an Agmon angle for the family
Q(t) if in addition Spec Q(t) & (V?, = _ B= (0))=<. In [BFK] Appendix,
the following result concerning the complete asymptotic expansion for
t   of log det Q(t) is proven:
Theorem 1.2 [BFK]. Assume that Q(t) is a family of pseudodifferen-
tial operators, elliptic with parameter of order m and weight /. Assume that
? is an Agmon angle for Q(t). Then the function log det Q(t) admits a com-
plete asymptotic expansion for t   of the form
log det Q(t)t :
d
j= &
a j t j/+ :
d
j=0
b j t j/ log t (1.9)
where a j=M aj (x) dx, b j=M bj (x) dx are defined by smooth densities
aj (x) and bj (x) on M which can be computed in terms of the symbol of Q(t).
In particular, with respect to a coordinate chart, a0(x) is given by
a0(x)=

s } s=0
1
(2?)d \
1
2?i |Rd d! |1 d+ +
&sTr r&m&d (x, !, t=1, +)
=
&1
(2?)d |Rd d! |

0
Tr r&m&d (x, !, t=1,&+) d+. (1.10)
Let us consider now the case M{<. For the purpose of this paper we
only need to consider the Dirichlet problem for an elliptic differential
operator of order 2.
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Introduce the operator
QD: CD (E)  C
(E)
where
CD (E) :=[u # C
(E) | u |M=0].
The ellipticity of Q insures that Spec QD is discrete. Assume that ? is an
Agmon angle [BFK]. In [Se2] Seeley constructs a parametrix RD (+) for
QD in a similar fashion as in the case M=<, describing inductively the
asymptotic expansion of its symbol. The only difference is that to each term
in the symbol expansion (1.11.2) a term coming from the boundary condi-
tions is added. These terms depend only on the symbol expansion of Q and
its derivatives along the boundary M. Having constructed a parametrix,
Seeley [Se2] introduces complex powers of QD (1.3) and the generalized
zeta function ‘:, QD (s) (1.4). As a special case one obtains from Seeley’s
results [Se2] the following
Theorem 1.1$. Assume Q is an elliptic differential operator of order 2 so
that QD has ? as an Agmon angle. Then the function ‘:, QD (s) admits a
meromorphic continuation to the entire s-plane. It has at most simple poles
and s=0 is a regular point. The value of ‘:, QD (s) at s=0 is given by
‘:, QD (0)=M :(x) Id (x)+M :(x) Bd (x) where in a coordinate chart of
(M, E  M), Id (x) is defined as in (1.5). In a coordinate chart of
(M, E | M  M), Bd (x) is given by a formula [Se2] involving at most
the first d terms of the symbol expansion of Q and its derivatives up to
order d.
One defines the ‘-regularized determinant of QD by
det QD :=exp \& dds ‘QD (s)+ s=0 (1.6$)
As mentioned in [BFK, A.19, p. 64], a result analogous to Theorem 1.2
holds:
Theorem 1.2$. Assume that Q(t) is a family of differential operators,
elliptic with parameter, of order 2 and weight />0. Further assume that ?
is a principal angle for Q(t)D and Spec Q(t)D & (V?, = _ B= (0))=< for some
=>0. Then the function log det Q(t)D admits a complete asymptotic expan-
sion for t   of the form
log det Q(t)Dt :
d
j= &
(a j+a bj ) t
j/+ :
d
j=0
(b j+b bj ) t
j/ log t
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where a j and b j are given as in Theorem 1.2. The quantities a bj and b
b
j are con-
tributions from the boundary conditions and are of the form
a bj =|
M
abj (x); b
b
j =|
M
bbj (x). (1.11)
In a coordinate chart of (M, E | M  M), the densities abj (x), b
b
j (x) are
given by a formula involving the terms in the symbol expansion of Q(t) and
its derivatives.
Next we recall a MayerVietoris type formula for determinants [BFK].
We restrict ourselves to the case needed in this paper. Assume that
Md=< and let 1 be a smooth hypersurface in (Md, g) with trivial
normal bundle. Consider an elliptic differential operator Q of order 2,
Q: C(E)  C(E) which is a generalized LaplaceBeltrami operator, i.e.,
the principal symbol _Q(X, !) of Q is of the form _Q(X, !)=&!&2 IdEx .
Denote by M1 the compact manifold whose interior is M"1 and whose
boundary is M1=1+ ? 1&, with 1+ and 1& copies of 1, and let
E1  M1 be the pull back of E  M. Consider Q1: C(E1)  C(E1) with
Dirichlet boundary conditions, and assume that ? is an Agmon angle for
both Q and Q1 . In [BFK] we have introduced the Dirichlet to Neumann
operator RDN associated to the vector field X along 1 which is transversal
to 1. This operator is defined as the composition
C(E | 1) w2ia C(E | 1+)C(E | 1&) wPD C(E1)
wN C(E | 1+)C(E | 1&)
w2iff C(E | 1)
where 2ia ( f )=( f, f ) is the diagonal operator, PD is the Poisson operator
associated to Q1 , N is the operator induced by the vector field X and 2iff
is the difference operator 2iff( f+, f&)= f+& f&. In [BFK], Proposi-
tion 3.2 and Theorem A, the following result has been proved (cf. also
[Le]).
Theorem 1.3 [BFK]. Under the above hypothesis, the following
statements hold:
(1) RDN is an invertible elliptic classical pseudodifferential operator of
order 1. In a coordinate chart of (1, E | 1  1) the symbol of RDN has an
expansion whose terms depend only on the terms of the expansion of the sym-
bol of Q in an arbitrary small neighbourhood of 1 and their derivatives as
well as on the vector field X along 1.
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(2) Denote by x=(x$, w) coordinates in a collar neighbourhood of 1
such that x$ are coordinates for 1, and let X be the vector field given by w.
The principal symbol _(R&1DN)(x$, !$) of R
&1
DN can be computed in these coor-
dinates [BFK, (4.6)] in terms of the principal symbol _(Q&1)(x$, w$, !$, ’)
of Q&1,
_(R&1DN)(x$, !$)=
1
2? |R _(Q
&1)(x$, 0, !$, ’) d’.
(3) In the case when ? is a principal angle for RDN one has
det Q=c det(Q1) det RDN
where
c =exp {|1 c(x)= ,
and the density c(x), when expressed in a coordinate chart of (1, E | 1  1),
depends only on the first d terms of the symbol expansion of Q and their
derivatives in an arbitrary small neighbourhood of 1 as well as on the vector
field X.
(4) Assume that instead of a single operator Q, there is a family
Q(t): C(E)  C(E) of generalized LaplaceBeltrami operators of order 2
with parameter t of weight / so that Q(t) is elliptic and invertible for
each t. Introduce, as above, Q(t)1 , RDN (t) and assume that Spec Q(t) &
(V?, = _ B=)=<, Spec Q(t)1 & (V?, = _ B=)=< for some =>0. Then RDN (t)
is an invertible family of pseudodifferential operators with parameter
[BFK, 3.13] of order 1 and weight /.
Now we review the analysis of the Witten complex developed by Helffer
and Sjo strand [HS].
As we have seen in the introduction, the system (M, \, h, g, +) provides
a cochain complex (Cq(M, \, T, +), $) with T=(h, g) for which we have
introduced an orthonormal basis Eq; i, r (1imq ; 1rl). Write
$q: Cq(M, \ ,T)  Cq+1(M, \, T ) in this basis
$q (Eq; ir)= :
1r$l
1i$mq+1
#q; ir, i$r$ Eq+1; i$r$ . (1.12)
In [BZ], BismutZhang have verified that the analysis of 2q (t), done in
the case where V=R and E is the trivial line bundle by HelfferSjo strand,
can be carried out in the case where dim V1, \ is an arbitrary represen-
tation of ?1(M), and + is an arbitrary Hermitian structure for E  M.
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We begin by reviewing the t-asymptotics of an orthonormal basis aq; ir (t)
(1imq ; 1rl) of 4q(M; E)sm as constructed by HelfferSjo strand.
Denote by Uqj a small connected neighbourhood of a critical point xq; j
and by U qj the component of p&1(Uqj) containing x^q; j . According to
hypothesis (H), which is supported to hold throughout the remaining of
this section, we can find coordinates x=x(x1 , ..., xd) in U q; j so that h is
given by
h (x)=q&(x21+ } } } +x
2
q)2+(x
2
q+1+ } } } +x
2
d)2,
the Riemannian metric g is given by gij=$ij , and the Hermitian structure
+ is given on U qj_V by +ij=$i j . The forms aq; jr are concentrated in Uqj
as the following estimates show; they are versions of much more refined
estimates due to [HS].
Theorem 1.4 [HS, Proposition 1.7; BZ, Theorem 8.15]. There exist
’>0 and C>0 such that, for t sufficiently large, 1rl,
sup
x # M"Uq j
&aq; jr (x, t)&Ce&’t.
Similar estimates hold for the derivatives of aq; jr (x, t).
Recall that W&q; j denotes the unstable manifold of the critical point x^q; j
with respect to grad gh . By choosing Uqj sufficiently small we may assume
that U qj & W&q; j$=< for j{ j $. When expressed in the coordinates intro-
duced above, aq; jr admits the following expansion in t on U qj & W&q; j :
Theorem 1.5 [HS, Theorem 2.5, BZ, Theorem 8.27]. For x # U qj &
W&q; j and t sufficiently large
aq; jr (x, t)=(t?)d4 e&t |x|
22 \dx1 7 } } } 7 dxq e q; jr+O \1t++ (1.13)
with e q; jr defined as in the introduction, where the error is uniform in x.
Moreover we need
Theorem 1.6 [HS, Theorem 3.1, Proposition 3.3; BZ, Theorem 8.30].
The coefficients ’q; ir, i $r$ (t) in the representation
dq (t) aq; ir (t)= :
1r$l
1i $mq+1
’q; ir, i $r$ aq+1; i $r$ (t) (1.14)
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satisfy, for t sufficiently large, the following estimate
’q; ir, i $r$ (t)=(#q; ir, i $, r$ (t?)12+O(1))e&t
where the #q; ir, i $r$ are defined in (1.12).
We conclude this auxiliary section with the following application of the
above results.
First, recall that by de Rham’s theory the linear isomorphism (see
Introduction) rq: Ker2q  Ker2

q are induced by the linear maps
_q: 4q(M; E)  Cq defined as follows: for a # 4q(M; E), take the pull back
of a on M , view it as a ?1(M)-invariant form in 4q(M , V), and define
_q (a) # C q by the formula
_q (a)(x^q; j)=|
W&q ; j
a. (1.15)
In view of the definition of the generalized triangulation (cf. [La]) the
unstable manifolds W&q; j provide a smooth cell decomposition of M and
therefore _q’s intertwine dq’s and $q’s.
Corollary 1.7.
_q (ehtaq; jr (t))=(t?)(d&2q)4etq \Eq; jr+O \1t++ .
Proof. It is to show that for any x^q; j $
|
W&q ; j $
aq; jr (t)eht=(t?)(d&2q)4 etq \$jj $ e q; jr+O \1t++ .
First, note that, due to Theorem 1.4 and to the choice of Uqj $ , it suffices to
consider the case j $= j. Moreover, it suffices to estimate
|
W&q ; j & Uq j
aq; jr (t)eht.
Note that on W&q; j & Uqj , the function e
ht is of the form
eht=eqte&t (1
q x2k)2.
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By Theorem 1.5, we conclude that
|
W&q ; j & Uq j
aq; jr (t)eht=(t?)d4 eqt |
W&q ; j & Uq j
e&t 1
q x2k
_(dx1 7 } } } 7 dxq e q; jr+O(1t))
=eqt(t?)d4 (t?)&q2 (e q; jr+O(1t)). K
2. Asymptotic Expansion of Witten’s Deformation
of the Analytic Torsion
In this section we prove Theorem A. Throughout we assume the (M, \,
h, g, +) satisfies (H) as defined in the introduction.
We begin by deriving an alternative formula for the analytic torsion
(cf. [Ch]). The space of q-forms 4q(M; E) can be decomposed
4q(M; E)=4+, qt (M; E)4
&, q
t (M; E)H
q
t
where
4+, qt (M; E) :=dq&1(t) 4
q&1(M; E);
4&, qt (M; E) :=dq (t)* 4
q+1(M; E);
Hqt :=[| # 4
q(M; E) : 2q (t)|=0].
Note that the spaces 4\, qt (M; E) are invariant with respect to the
Laplacians 2q (t). Therefore the zeta function ‘q (t, s) corresponding to
2q (t) can be written as a sum
‘q (t, s)=‘+q (t, s)+‘
&
q (t, s)
where ‘\q (t, s) is the zeta function of the operator 2q (t), restricted to
4\, qt (M; E). The operator dq (t) maps the space 4
&, q
t (M; E) isomorphi-
cally onto 4+, q+1t (M; E), and intertwines 2q (t) and 2q+1 (t). This implies
that
‘&q (t, s)=‘
+
q+1(t, s)
which is used to write the zeta function ‘(t, s), defined by
‘(t, s) := :
d
q=0
(&1)q q‘q (t, s),
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in the following way:
‘(t, s)= :
d
q=0
(&1)q q(‘+q (t, s)+‘
&
q (t, s))
= :
d
q=0
(&1)q q‘+q (t, s)& :
d
q=0
(&1)q (q&1) ‘+q (t, s)
= :
d
q=0
(&1)q ‘+q (t, s)= & :
d
q=0
(&1)q ‘&q (t, s).
Thus,
log T(h, t)=
1
2
d
ds
‘(t, s)s=0
=
1
2
:
d
q=0
(&1)q log det 2&q (t)
=
1
2
:
d
q=0
(&1)(q+1) log det 2+q (t)
where 2\q (t) is the restriction of 2q (t) to 4
\, q
t (M; E). Note that
2+q (t)=dq&1(t) dq&1(t)*; 2
&
q (t)=dq (t)* dq (t).
Let
W\q (t) :=log det 2
\
q (t).
Our first goal is to compute the variation W4 \q (t) of W
\
q (t) with respect
to t ( .=ddt) by using the following well known variational formula for
determinants [RS]: Let Q(t) be an elliptic pseudodifferential operator
of order m with Spec Q(t) & (V?, = _ B= (0))=< for some =>0. Further
assume that Q(t) is continuously differentiable when considered as a func-
tion with values in the space of linear operators Hm(M, E)  L2(M, E),
where Hm(M, E) denotes the Sobolev space of L2-sections with derivatives
up to order m in L2(E). Then TrQ4 (t) Q(t)&s&1 is holomorphic in s for
Res>dm and has a meromorphic extension to the whole complex s-plane
with the point s=0 being either a regular point or a simple pole. Denoting
by F . p . s=0Q4 (t) Q(t)&s&1 the 0’th order term in the Laurent expansion of
TrQ4 (t) Q(t)&s&1 at s=0, the variational formula for log det Q(t) takes the
form
d
dt
log det Q(t)=F . p . s=0TrQ4 (t) Q(t)&s&1. (2.1)
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To compute W4 \q (t) consider the operator 2
+
q (t) which equals the restric-
tion of
dq&1(t) d*q&1(t)=e&thdq&1 e2thd*q&1 e&th
=eth(dq&1 d*q&1+2t dh 7d*q&1) e&th
to the space
4+, qt =dq&1(t) 4
q&1=e&thdq&1 eth4q&1=e&th4+, q.
Note that the operator
ethdq&1(t) d*q&1(t)e&th=e2th(dq&1 d*q&1+2t dh 7 d*q&1) e&2th,
when restricted to 4+, q, is isospectral to 2+q (t) and therefore, with [A, B]
denoting the commutator of two operators A and B we obtain
W4 qq(t)=F . p . s=0Tr
d
dt
(e2th(dq&1 d*q&1+2t dh 7 d*q&1) e&2th)
} (e2th(dq&1 d*q&1+2t dh 7 d*q&1) e&2th)&s&1
=F . p . s=0Tr[2[h, e2th(dq&1 d*q&1+2t dh 7 d*q&1) e&2th]
+2e2th dh 7 d*q&1 e&2th]
_(e2th(dq&1 d*q&1+2t dh 7d*q&1) e&2th)&s&1
=2F . p . s=0Tre2th dh 7 d*q&1 e&2th
_(e2th(dq&1 d*q&1+2th dh 7 d*q&1) e&2th)&s&1
where we used that Tr[A, B] B&s&1=0. Note that
(e2th(dq&1 d*q&1+2t dh 7 d*q&1) e&2th)&s&1=(eth2+q (t) e
&th)&s&1
and therefore
W4 +q (t)=2F . p . s=0Tre
th dh 7 d*q&1 e&th
_(eth(dq&1 d*q&1+2t dh 7 d*q&1) e&th)&s&1
=2F . p . s=0Tr dh 7 d*q&1(t)(dq&1(t) d*q&1(t))&s&1
=2F . p . s=0Tr dh 7 dq&1(t)&1 (dq&1(t) dq&1(t)*)&s
where the operator dq&1(t)&1 is defined on 4+, qt ,
dq&1(t)&1 : 4+, qt  4
&, q&1
t .
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Substituting
dq&1(t) hdq&1(t)&1=h+dh 7 dq&1(t)&1
leads to
W4 +q (t)=2F . p . s=0Trdq&1(t) hdq&1(t)
&1 (2+q (t))
&s&2F . p . s=0Trh(2+q (t))
&s.
As the operator dq&1(t) intertwines 2+q (t) and 2
&
q&1(t) one concludes
that
Trdq&1(t) hdq&1(t)&1 2+q (t)
&s=Trh 2&q&1(t)
&s,
and obtains
W4 +q (t)=2F . p . s=0Trh 2
&
q&1(t)
&s&2F . p . s=0Trh 2+q (t)
&s. (2.2)
From (2.2) we derive the following variational formula for log T(h, t):
d
dt
log T(h, t)= :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 F . p . s=0Trh 2&q&1(t)
&s
& :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 F . p . s=0Trh 2+q (t)
&s
= :
d
q=0
(&)q F . p . s=0Trh 2q (t)&s
where the operator 2q (t)&s is defined as the (&s)th power of 2q (t) on
4+, qt 4&, qt and 0 on Hqt . Denote by Pq (t) the orthogonal projector onto
Hqt , the space of t-harmonic q-forms. Note that
lim
=  0
F . p . s=0Trh(2q (t)+=)&s=F . p . s=0Trh(2q (t))&s+TrPq (t) hPq (t).
We point out that according to Theorem 1.1, F . p . s=0Trh(2q (t)+=)&s
can be computed in local charts and is identically 0 in the case M is of odd
dimension. We summarize the above considerations in the following
Lemma 2.1. (i)
d
dt
log T(h, t)= :
d
q=0
(&1)q lim
=  0
F . p . s=0Trh(2q (t)+=)&s
+ :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 TrPq (t) hPq (t).
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(ii) If M is of odd dimension,
d
dt
log T(h, t)= :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 TrPq (t) hPq (t).
Next we want to express the terms TrPq (t) hPq (t) in a more explicit way.
Let Cq (t): Hq  Hqt be the linear map defined by Cq (t)(|)=Pq (t)(e
&th|),
| # Hq. Observe that Cq (t) is an isomorphism for all values of t and that
Cq (0)=Id.
Lemma 2.2.
TrPq (t) hPq (t)=&
d
dt
log |det Cq (t)|= &12
d
dt
log |det Cq*(t) Cq(t)| (2.3)
Proof. Let w1 , ..., w; be an orthonormal basis in the space Hq(M; E) of
harmonic q-forms where ;=;q=dim Hq. Denote Cq (t)wj by ’j (t), and
the composition Cq*(t) Cq (t) by Kq (t). With respect to the basis w1 , ..., w; ,
Kq (t) is represented by the matrix (ki, j (t)) with
ki, j (t)=(’i (t), ’j (t)). (2.4)
Let ’j*(t) be the basis of Hqt which is biorthogonal to ’j (t), i.e.
(’i*(t), ’j (t))=$ij . (2.5)
Expressing the forms ’j*(t) with respect to ’i (t)(1i;) one obtains
’j*(t)= :
;
i=1
aji (t) ’i (t)
where, by (2.4), (aji (t)) is the matrix representing Kq (t)&1. We have
TrPq (t) hPq (t)= :
;
j=1
(h’ j , ’ j*) = :
1i, j;
aji(h’ j , ’i)=TrK&1q 7 (2.6)
where 7=7(t)=(_ij (t)) is the matrix with _ij (t)=(h’i (t), ’ j (t)). For-
mula (2.3) follows, once we show that
7(t)=&12K4 q (t). (2.7)
To verify (2.7) note that
’i (t)=e&thwi+e&th%i (t) # Hqt 4
+, q
t (2.8)
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where %i (t) # 4+, q. Therefore &’* i (t)=h’i (t)+e&th%4 i (t) and (’* i (t),
’j (t))= &(h’i (t), ’j (t)). Hence we obtain
k4 i j (t)=(’* i (t), ’ j (t))+(’i (t), ’* j (t))=&2(h’i (t), ’ j (t))
which is (2.7). K
Introduce the positive numbers C(t)>0 by setting
log C(t) := :
d
q=0
(&1)q log Cq (t). (2.9)
Integrating Lemma 2.1(i) with respect to t we obtain, combined with
Lemma 2.2
log T(h, t)&log T
=log C(t)+ :
d
q=0
(&1)q lim
=  0 |
t
0
F . p . s=0Trh(2q (t)+=)&s. (2.10)
To prove Theorem A we provide an asymptotic expansion for each of the
terms on the right hand side of (2.10).
Lemma 2.3. (i) For d odd,
lim
=  0 |
t
0
F . p . s=0Trh(2q (t)+=)&s=0 (0qd)
(ii) For d even
lim
=  0 |
t
0
F . p . s=0Trh(2q (t)+=)&s
is a polynomial in t of degree at most d+1, d+1j=0 pq; j t
j, where the coef-
ficients pq; j can be computed in local charts (see Theorem 1.1). Moreover
pq; 0=0 (0qd). (2.11)
Proof. Note that (i) is already contained in Lemma 2.1. Concerning
(ii), recall from Theorem 1.1. that for =>0, F . p . s=0Trh(2q (t)+=)&s is
given by M h(x) Id (x, t, =) where, in a local chart, Id (x, t, =) can be com-
puted (see (1.5)), from the d th term in the expansion of the symbol of the
resolvent of 2q (t)+= ((1.1), (1.2)). The symbol of (2q (t)+=), in a chart is
given by
a2(x, !)+t2 &{h&2 Id+a1(x, !)+tLq+=
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where Lq is a certain multiplication operator acting on 4q(T*M)V. The
symbol expansion of the resolvent, which we want to consider, is constructed
inductively as follows
r&2(x, !, *, t, =)=(*&a2(x, !))&1
and for j1
r&2& j (x, !, *, t, =)
=(a2(x, !)&*)&1 :
l+|:|= j
1|:|2
1
:!
:! a2(x, !) \1i x+
:
r&2&l (x, !, *, t, =)
+(a2(x, !)&*)&1 :
l+|:|= j
0|:|1
:! a1(x, !) \1i x+
:
r&2&l (x, !, *, t, =)
+(a2(x, !)&*)&1 :
2+l= j
(t2 &{h&2+tLq+=) r&2&l (x, !, *, t, =). K
This shows that
r&2&d (x, !, *, t) :=lim
=  0
r&2&d (x, !, *, t, =)
is a polynomial in t of degree at most d. Integrating in t we conclude that
(ii) holds. K
Recall that in order to define log {met(T) (cf. (0.3)), we have introduced
in Section 0 the volumes Vq=|det r&1q | .
Lemma 2.4. For t sufficiently large the following statements hold:
(i)
&log |det Cq (t)|=log Vq+q;q t+;q
d&2q
4
log(t?)+O(1- t ).
(ii)
log C(t)= & :
d
q=0
(&1)q log Vq+\ :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1
d&2q
4
;q+ log(t?)
+\ :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 q;q+ t+O(1- t ).
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Proof. Summing with respect to q, statement (ii) follows from (i) and
(2.9). In order to compute |det Cq (t)| we first observe that rq=C$q (t) Cq (t)
where C$q (t): Hqt  Ker2

q and rq: Hq  Ker2

q are defined by C$q (t)=
?q Cq"(t) Iq (t) and rq=?q _q Iq respectively; here the maps Iq (t): Hqt 
4q(M; E)sm and Iq: Hq  4q(M; E) are inclusions, Cq"(t): 4q(M, E)sm 
Cq(M; \, T, +) is defined by Cq"(t)(w) :=_q(ethw), the map _q denotes the
de Rham map provided by ‘‘integration on cells’’ (cf. (1.15)), and the map
?q denotes the orthogonal projection from the space C q(M; \, T; +) into
Ker2

q .
Note that log |det Cq (t)|=log Vq+12log det((C$q (t))* C$q (t)). To com-
pute log det((C$q (t))* C$q (t)) we write
(C$q (t))* C$q (t)=Pq (t)(Cq"(t))* ?q Cq"(t) Iq (t)
=Pq (t)(Cq"(t))* Cq"(t) Iq (t)
&Pq (t)(Cq"(t))* (Id&?q) Cq"(t) Iq (t).
It follows from Corollary 1.7 that (Cq"(t))* Cq"(t) satisfies
(Cq"(t))* Cq"(t)=(t?)(d&2q)2 e2tq(Id+O(1t)). (2.12)
We will show below that
Pq (t)(Cq"(t))* (Id&?q) Cq"(t) Iq (t)=(t?)(d&2q)2 e2tqO(1- t ) (2.13)
and note that these two estimates lead to
12 log det((C$q (t))* C$q (t))=;q (d&2q)4 log(t?)+q;q t+O(1- t )
which proves (i). To prove (2.13), denote by Cq$$$(t): 4q(M, E)sm 
Cq(M; \, T, +) the map given by Cq$$$(t)(aq; jr (t))=Eq; jr (cf. Section 1).
According to Corollary 1.7,
Cq"(t)=(t?)(d&2q)4 etq(Cq$$$(t)+O(1t)) (2.14)
and according to Theorem 1.6,
2

q Cq$$$(t)=Cq$$$(t)(?t) e2t2q (t)sm+O(1- t ). (2.15)
In view of (2.15) one can find =>0 so that for large t the nonzero eigen-
values of (?t) e2t2q (t)sm and 2

q are larger than 2=. Therefore, if S=
[z # C | |z|==], one can write
?q=
1
2?i |S= (z&2 q)
&1 dz; Pq (t)=
1
2?i |S= (z&(?t) e
2t2q (t))&1 dz.
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In view of (2.15) we conclude that
(Id&?q) Cq$$$(t)=Cq$$$(t)(Id&Pq (t))+O(1- t ) (2.16)
Combining (2.14) and (2.16) we obtain
(Id&?q) Cq"(t) Iq (t)=(t?)(d&2q)4 etq(Id&?q)(Cq$$$(t)+O(1t)) Iq (t)
=(t?)(d&2q)4 etq(Cq$$$(t)(Id&Pq (t))+O(1- t )) Iq (t)
=(t?)(d&2q)4 etqO(1- t )) Iq (t).
This proves (2.13). K
Lemma 2.5. For t sufficiently large,
log Tsm=log {comb (T)+ 12 :
d
q=0
(&1)q q(mq l&;q)(2t&log t?)+O(1- t ).
Proof. Recall that
log Tsm (h, t)= 12 :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1q log det 2q (t) | 4tq(M; E)sm
and that Ker 2q as well as Ker 2

q have both dimension ;q . Using
Theorem 1.6 we conclude that (with det$ denoting the product of nonzero
eigenvalues)
log det 2q (t) | 4tq(M; E)sm
=log det$((’(q))T ’(q)+’(q&1)(’(q&1))T)
=log(- t?e&t)2(mq l&;q) det$((#(q))T #(q)+#(q&1)(#(q&1))T+O(1- t ))
=&2(mq l&;q) t+2(mq l&;q) 12 log(t?)+log det$ 2

q+O(1- t )
where the matrices ’q and #(q) have been defined in (1.14) and (1.12). K
The proof of Theorem A now follows easily. First note that
log Tla (h, t)=log T(h, t)&log Tsm (h, t). Therefore the asymptotic expan-
sion of log Tla (h, t) is obtained from the expansions of log T(h, t) and
log Tsm (h, t). The asymptotic expansion (0.6) for log T(h, t) follows from
(2.10) together with Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 where we use the definition
of log {met (T)=d0 (&1)
q log Vq . The expansion (0.7) is contained in
Lemma 2.5.
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3. Comparison Theorem for Witten’s Deformation
of the Analytic Torsion
In this section we prove the comparison result stated in Theorem B.
Throughout this section we assume that all systems involved satisfy
hypothesis (H). Let (M, \, h, g, +) be such a system.
Let xq; j # Crq (h) be a critical point of h of index q and Uqj an open
neighbourhood of xq; j .
Definition. Uqj is said to be a H-neighbourhood if there is a ball
B2: :=[x # Rd : |x|<2:] and diffeomorphisms .: B2:  Uqj and : B2:_
V  E | Uq j with the following properties:
(i) .(0)=xq; j ;
(ii) when expressed in the coordinates of ., h is of the form h(x)=
q&(x21+ } } } +x
2
q)2+(x
2
q+1+ } } } +x
2
d)2;
(iii) the pull back .*(g) of the Riemannian metric g is the Euclidean
metric;
(iv)  is a trivialization of E | Uq j , and the pull back *(+) of the
Hermitian structure + is given at any point in B2: by the scalar product
*(+xq ; j).
For later use we define U$qj :=.(B:).
Definition. Uqj (0qd, 1 j*Crq (h)) is said to be a system of
H-neighbourhoods if
(i) Uqj are H-neighbourhoods
(ii) Uqj are pairwise disjoint.
Given a system of H-neighbourhoods Uqj introduce the manifolds
MI :=M>.q, j U$qj ; MII :=.q, j U$qj ,
where U$qj is defined as in the above definition. Both manifolds MI and MII
have the same boundary, given by a disjoint union of spheres of dimension
d&1.
Fix =>0 and consider the auxiliary operator 2q (t)+=. Its symbol with
respect to arbitrary coordinates (., ) of (M, E  M) is of the form
a2(x, !)+t2 &{h&2+a1(x, !)+tL(x)+= (3.1)
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where ai: B2:_Rd  End(4q(Rd)V) (i=1, 2) are homogeneous of degree
i in !, where &{h&2: B2:  R is given by
&{h&2= :
1i, jd
gij
h
xi
h
xj
and where L: B2:  End(4q(Rd)) is the operator L=L{h+L*{h of order 0
with L{h denoting the Lie-derivative of q-forms along the vector field
{h=:
i, j
gi j
h
xi

xj
.
The operator L*{h is the adjoint of L{h with respect to the metric g and
is given by
L*{h= &(&1)
q(d+q) Jd&q L{h Jq (3.2)
where Jq: 4q(B2:)  4d&q(B2:) is the Hodge operator associated to the
metric .*g. Recall that we have denoted by Cr(h) the set of all critical
points of h. Set M* :=M"Cr(h). For an arbitrary chart (., ) of
(M*, E | M*  M*), define, as discussed in Section 1 for operators elliptic
with parameter, the symbol expansion  j0 r&2& j (h, =, x, !, t, +) of the
resolvent (+&2q (t)&=)&1 inductively as follows:
r&2(h, =, x, !, t, +)=(+&a2(x, !)&t2 &{h&2)&1
and, for j1,
r&2& j=&(+&a2&t2 &{h&2)&1 :
l+|:|= j
1|:|2
1
:!
:! a2 \1i x+
:
r&2&l
&(+&a2&t2 &{h&2)&1 :
l+|:|= j
0|:|1
:!(a1+tL) \1i x+
:
r&2&l
&(+&a2&t2 &{h&2)&1 =r&j . (3.3)
Note that r&2& j have the following homogeneity property: for * # R+
r&2& j (h, =, x, *!, *t, *12+)=*&2& jr&2& j (h, =, x, !, t, +). (3.4)
For later use, we introduce the densities a0(h, =, x) on M* with values in
R, defined with respect to the chart (., ) and arbitrary = as
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a0(h, =, x)=

s } s=0 \
1
2?+
d 1
2?i |Rd d!
_|
1
d++&sTrr&2&d (h, =, x, !, t=1, +)
=
&1
(2?)d |Rd d! |

0
d+ Trr&2&d (h, =, x, t=1,&+). (3.5)
Proposition 3.1. Assume that (Md, \, h, g, +) and (M d, \~ , h . g~ , +~ )) both
satisfy (H) so that *Crq (h)=*Crq (h )(0qd) and l=l =dim V. Then
for any =>0
(i) log det(2q (h, t)+=)&log det(2q (h , t)+=) has a complete asymp-
totic expansion for t   whose free term is denoted by a 0 :=a 0 (h, h , =).
(ii) The coefficient a 0 can be represented in the form
a 0=|
MI
a0 (h, =, x)&|
M I
a0(h , =, x~ ) (3.6)
where a0(h, =, x) and a0(h , =, x~ ) are the densities introduced in (3.5) for
arbitrary =.
(iii) In the case, dim M=d is odd
aa(h, =, x)+a0(d&h, =, x)=0 (all =>0, x # M) (3.7)
and therefore
a 0(h, h , =)+a 0(d&h, d&h , =)=0 (all =>0).
Proof. The proof is based on a MayerVietoris type formula
(Theorem 1.3). Note that 2q (h, t)+= is a family of invertible, selfadjoint
elliptic operators with parameter t of order 2 and weight 1 for any =>0.
The same is true for the operators (2Iq (h, t)+=)D and (2
II
q (h, t)+=)D
obtained by restricting 2q (h, t)+= to MI and MII respectively, and by
imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions. Therefore we can apply
Theorem 1.3. Denote by RDN (h, t, =) the Dirichlet to Neumann operator
defined in Section 1 where the vector field X is chosen to be the unit
normal vector field along MI . We conclude from Theorem 1.3(iv) that
RDN (h, t, =) is an invertible pseudodifferential operator with parameter of
order 1 and weight 2 and from Theorem 1.3(ii) we conclude that
RDN (h, t, =) has a complete asymptotic expansion for t  . Inspecting the
principal symbol of (2Iq (h, t)+=)D one observes that (2
I
q (h, t)+=)D is a
family of invertible, selfadjoint differential operators with parameter of
order 2 and weight 1 which is elliptic with parameter. From Theorem 1.2$
we therefore conclude that log det(2Iq (h, t)+=)D admits a complete
asymptotic expansion as t  . Finally (2IIq (h, t)+=)D is a family of
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invertible selfadjoint operators with parameter of order 2 and weight 1,
which is however not elliptic with parameter.
Of course the same considerations can be made for the system (M , \~ , h ,
g~ , +~ ) to conclude that log det RDN (h , t, =) and log det(2Iq (h , t)+=)D have
both complete asymptotic expansions for t  . Applying the Mayer
Vietoris type formula (Theorem 1.3(iii)) for log det(2q (h, t)+=) and
log det(2q (h , t)+=) we obtain for the difference
log det(2q (h, t)+=)&log det(2q (h , t)+=)
=log det(2Iq (h, t)+=)D&log det(2
I
q (h , t)+=)D
+log det(2IIq (h, t)+=)D&log det(2
II
q (h , t)+=)D
+log det RDN (h, t, =)&log det RDN (h , t, =)
+log c (h, t, =)&log c (h , t, =). (3.8)
Note that MII and M II are isometric and E |MII as well as E | MII are trivial.
Consequently
log det(2IIq (h, t)+=)D=log det(2
II
q (h , t)+=)D .
Due to our definition of H-coordinates the isometry between MII and M II
extends to neighbourhoods of MII and M II . As a consequence we conclude
from Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3(iii) that c (h, t, =)=c (h , t, =) and that
log det RDN (h, t, =) and log det RDN (h , t, =) have identical asymptotic
expansions.
Therefore we have proved that
log det(2q (h, t)+=)&log det(2q (h , t)+=)
has a complete asymptotic expansion as t   which is identical
with the complete asymptotic expansion for log det(2Iq (h, t)+=)D&
log det(2Iq (h , t)+=)D . According to Theorem 1.2$ the free term in the
asymptotic expansions of both log det(2Iq (h, t)+=)D and log det
(2Iq (h , t)+=)D consists of a boundary contribution and a contribution from
the interior. Recall that MI and M I are isometric and that in collar
neighbourhoods of MI and of M I the symbols of (2Iq (h, t)+=)D and
(2Iq (h , t)+=)D are identical when expressed in (H)-coordinates. Therefore
the boundary contributions are the same and the free term in the asymp-
totic expansion of log det(2Iq (h, t)+=)&log det(2
I
q (h , t)+=) is given by
a 0=|
MI
a0(h, =, x)&|
M I
a0(h , =, x~ ) (3.9)
where the densities a0(h, =, x) and a0(h , =, x~ ) are given by (3.5).
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Noting that a0(h, =, x) and a0(h , =, x~ ) are identical on MII"Cr(h)$
M II"Cr(h ) statement (ii) follows. Towards (iii), note that if M is of odd
dimension, the quantity r&d&2(h, =, x, !, t, +) defining a0(h, =, x) satisfies
according to (3.3) and (3.4)
r&d&2(d&h, =, x, !, t, +)=r&d&2(h, =, x, !,&t, +) (3.10)
and
r&d&2(h, =, x,&!,&t, +)=&r&d&2(h, =, x, !, t, +). (3.11)
Therefore r&d&2(h, =, x, !, t, +)+r&d&2(d&h, =, x, !, t, +) is an odd
function of !. Integrating over |!|=1 we conclude that a0(h, =, x)+
a0(d&h, =, x)=0. K
Introduce the following perturbed version of log T(h, t) for any =>0
A(h, t, =) := 12 :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 q log det(2q (h, t)+=). (3.12)
Note that A(h, t, =) can be written as a sum
A(h, t, =)=Asm (h, t, =)+Ala (h, t, =) (3.13)
where Asm is defined similarly as log Tsm (h, t),
Asm (h, t, =) := 12 :
d
q=0
(&1)q+1 q log det(2smq (h, t)+=)
with
2smq (h, t) :=2q (h, t) | 4q(M; E)sm
and Ala (t, h, =) is given by A(h, t, =)&Asm (h, t, =). Note that the eigen-
values of the operator 2smq (h, t) tend to 0 as t   and therefore by
Theorem 1.5
log det(2smq (h, t)+=)=mq l log =+O \1= te&2t+
for t  . This shows that Asm (h, t, =)&Asm (h , t, =) is exponentially small
as t   and hence, for any fixed =>0, it has a trivial complete asymptotic
expansion for t  . In view of (3.13) and Proposition 3.1 we conclude
that for any =>0 A(h, t, =)&A(h , t, =) and Ala (h, t, =)&Ala (h , t, =) have
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both complete asymptotic expansions for t   and, moreover, these
expansions are identical. In particular we conclude that the free terms of
the two expansions are identical
FT(Ala (h, t, =)&Ala (h , t, =))=FT(A(h, t, =)&A(h , t, =)).
Use Proposition 3.1(ii) and the fact that the densities a0(h, =, x) and
a0(h , =, x) ((3.5)) are continuous in = to obtain
Lemma 3.2. (i) For any =>0, Ala (h, t, =)&Ala (h , t, =) has a complete
asymptotic expansion for t   and it is identical to the one for A(h, t, =)&
A(h , t, =).
(ii) The limit
lim
=  0
FT(Ala (h, t, =)&Ala (h , t, =))
exists and is given by
lim
=  0
FT(Ala (h, t, =)&Ala (h , t, =))
=|
MI
a0(h, ==0, x)&|
M I
a0(h , ==0, x~ ). (3.14)
We have to investigate the left hand side of (3.14) further. For this pur-
pose we need the following estimate for the counting function Nq (t, *) of
Spec 2q (t),
Nq (t, *) :=*[k # N : *qk (t)*].
Lemma 3.3. There exists a constant C>0 independent of t and * such
that, for t sufficiently large and *1
Nq (t, *)C*d.
Proof. First note that for t sufficiently large and MI given as in (3.1),
2q (t)2q (0)=2q on MI . By Weyl’s law, we conclude
N Iq (t, *)N
I
q (0, *)C1 *
d2
where N Iq (t, *) is the counting function for the spectrum of the operator 2q (t)
restricted to MI , when considered with Neumann boundary conditions
(Neumann spectrum). Recall that MII=k, j Ukj . On each of the discs Ukj ,
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2q (t), when expressed in (H)-coordinates, is the direct sum of shifted
harmonic oscillators of the form
Ht :=&
d 2
dx2
+t2x2+tc
with &:<x<: (: as in (3.1)). Following [CFKS, p. 218] introduce the
scaling operator St defined by
St f (x) :=t12 f (tx).
Then St12 . tK .S&1t12 =Ht where
K :=
d 2
dx2
+x2+c.
Therefore the Neumann spectrum of Ht on the interval &:<x<: is the
same as the Neumann spectrum of tK when considered on the interval
&- t:<x<- t:. Denote by NtK; - t(*) the counting function of the
Neumann spectrum of tK on the interval &- t:<x<- t: and by
NDtK; - t (*) the counting function of the Dirichlet spectrum of tK on the
interval &- t:<x<- t:. Note that for all t0 and * sufficiently large
NtK; - t (*)N
D
tK; - t (*)+12N
D
K; - t (*t).
Comparing the Dirichlet problem for K on &- t:x- t: with the one
on the whole real line we conclude that N DK; - t (*t)C2 *tC2 * for t1
with a constant C2>0 independent of * and t. Hence we have shown that
the counting function N IIq (t, *) of the Neumann spectrum of the operator
2q (t) on MII can be estimated by
N IIq (t, *)C3 *
d
for a constant C3>0 independent of t and *. The variational characteriza-
tion of the Neumann counting function [CH] implies that
Nq (t, *+0)N Iq (t, *+0)+N
II
q (t, *+0)C*
d
for some constant C>0 independent of t and * and for t sufficiently
large. K
Let us introduce the following version of the trace of the heat kernel
%q (t, +) := :
kmq l+1
e&+*
q
k (t) (3.15)
where mq=*Crq (h) and (*qk (t))k1 denote the eigenvalues of 2q (h, t).
From Lemma 3.3 we obtain
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Corollary 3.4. (i) There exists a constant C>0 independent of t and
+ such that, for t sufficiently large and +>0
%q (t, +)C+&d. (3.16)
(ii) There exist constants C>0 and ;>0 independent of t and + such
that, for t sufficiently large, and +1- t
%q (t, +)Ce&;t+. (3.17)
Proof. (i) Recall that for kmq l+1 there exists a constant C1>0
such that
*qk (t)>C1 t.
Therefore
%q (t, +)=|

C1 t
e&+* dNq (t, *).
Integrating by parts we obtain
%q (t, +)+ |

C1 t
e&+*Nq (t, *) d*. (3.18)
By Lemma 3.3, one then concludes
%q (t, +)
C
+d |

C1 t+
e&**d d*C +d.
(ii) From (3.18) and Lemma 3.3 we obtain
%q (t, +)C+e&C1 t+2 |

C1 t
e&+*2*d d*
C
+d
e&C1 t+2.
By choosing ;<C1 2 and C>0 sufficiently large we obtain (ii). K
Recall from Theorem A that logTla (h, t) has an asymptotic expansion for
t  .
Proposition 3.5.
lim
=  0
FT(Ala (h, t, =)&Ala (h , t, =))=FT(log Tla (h, t))&FT(log Tla (h , t)).
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Proof. We verify that the function, defined for =>0 and t sufficiently
large by
H(t, =) :=Ala(h, t, =)&Ala (h , t, =)&log Tla (h, t, =)+log Tla (h , t, =)
is of the form
H(t, =)= :
d
k=1
=kfk (t)+g(t, =) (3.19)
where g(t, =)=O(1- t ) uniformly in =. The statement of the proposition
can be deduced from (3.19) as follows: Recall that for =>0, H(t, =) has an
asymptotic expansion for t  . As g(t, =)=O(1- t ) uniformly in = we
conclude that for any =>0, dk=1 =
kfk (t) has an asymptotic expansion for
t  . By taking d different values 0<=1< } } } <=d for = and using that the
Vandermonde determinant is nonzero
=1 } } } =d1
det \ b b +{0=d } } } =dd
we conclude that for any 1kd, fk (t) has an asymptotic expansion for
t   and that for any =>0
FT(H(t, =))= :
d
k=1
=kFT( fk (t)).
Hence lim=  0 FT(H(t, =)) exists and lim=  0 FT(H(t, =))=0. It remains to
prove (3.19). For this purpose we introduce the zeta function ‘q, la corre-
sponding to the large eigenvalues of 2q (t)+=,
‘q, la (t, =, s)= :
jmq l+1
(*qj (t)+=)
&s.
Using the heat kernel representation, ‘q, la (t, =, s) can be written as
‘q, la (t, =, s)=
1
1(s) |

o
+s&1%q (t, +) e&=+ d+ (3.20)
with %q (t, +) given by (3.15). The integral in (3.20) can be splitted into two
parts
‘Iq, la (t, =, s)=
1
1(s) |

1- t
+s&1%q (t, +) e&+ d+ (3.21)
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and
‘IIq, la (t, =, s)=
1
1(s) |
1- t
0
+s&1%q (t, +) e&=+ d+. (3.22)
First let us consider
‘Iq, la (t, =, s)&‘
I
q, la (t, ==0, s)=
1
1(s) |

1- t
+s%q (t, +)
e&=+&1
+
d+. (3.23)
Note that
‘Iq, la (t, =, s)&‘
I
q, la (t, ==0, s)
is by Corollary 3.4(ii) and entire function of s. Therefore, with
d
ds \
1
1(s)+s=0=1
and 1&e&=+=+,
} dds (‘Iq, la (t, =, s)&‘Iq, la (t, ==0, s))s=0 }
= } |

1- t
%q (t, +)
e&=+&1
+
d+ }
=C |

1- t
e&;t+ d+=
=C
;t
e&; - t
where we have used Corollary 3.4. Concerning the term
d
ds
(‘IIq, la (t, =, s)&‘
II
q, la (t, ==0, s))s=0 ,
expand (e&=+&1)+
(e&=+&1)+= :
d
k=1
(&1)k
k!
=k+k&1+=d+1+de(=, +)
where the error term is given by
e(=, +)=\ :

k=d+1
(&1)k
k!
=k+k&1+<=d+1+d.
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Note that +d%q (t, +)C according to Corollary 3.4. Therefore
|
1- t
0
+s%q (t, +) =d+1+de(=, +) d+
is a meromorphic function of s, with s=0 a regular point and, for t suf-
ficently large
} dds \
1
1(s) |
1- t
0
+s%q (t, +) =d+1+de(=, +) d++s=0 }=d+1C- t
where C is independent of t and =, 0=1. Finally, recall that %q (t, +)
admits an expansion for +  0+ of the form
%q (t, +)= :
d
j=0
Cj (t) +( j&d)2+%$q (t, +)
where %$q (t, +) is continuous in +0. Therefore, for 1kd,
1
1(s) |
1- t
0
+s%q (t, +)
(&1)k
k!
=k+k&1 d+
is analytic with respect to s at s=0 and
:
d
k=1
d
ds \
1
1(s) |
1- t
0
+s%q (t, +)
(&1)k
k!
=k+k&1 d++ s=0
is of the form dk=1 =
kfk (t). This establishes (3.19). K
Proof of Theorem B. From Theorem A we know that log Tla (h, t)&
log Tla (h , t) has an asymptotic expansion for t  . By Proposition 3.5, the
free term of the asymptotic expansion a 0 is given by
a 0= lim
=  0
FT(Ala(h, t, =)&Ala (h , t, =)).
By Lemma 3.2(ii) we conclude that
a 0=|
MI
a0(h, ==0, x)&|
M I
a0(h , ==0, x~ ).
Equation (0.9) is proved in Proposition 3.1(iii). In view of the equality
FT(log T(h, t)&log Tsm (h, t))=FT(log Tla (h, t))
one can see that a 0 is independent of h and h within the class of functions
h and h which give rise to the same cochain complexes C*(M; \, T, +)
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respectively C*(M; \~ , T , +~ ). This combined with the locality of a0 implies
that MI a0(h, ==0, x)=MI a0(h$, ==0, x); this implies (ii). K
Proof of Corollary C. Choose a bijection 3: Cr(h)  Cr(h ) so that
3(xq; j) is a critical point x~ q; j of h of index q. By assumption 3 extends to
an isometry 3: q, j Uqj  q, j U qj where (Uqj) and (U qj) are systems of
H-neighbourhoods for h respectively h . Denote by T respectively T the
triangulation induced by (h, g) respectively (h , g~ ) and the dual trian-
gulation by TD respectively T D .
Using Theorem A for both h and d&h, we obtain
2 log T&2 log T =FT(log (h, t)&log T(h , t))
+FT(log T(d&h, t)&log T(d&h , t))
+log {met (T)&log {met(T )
+log {met (TD)&log {met (T D).
Decomposing log T(h, t)=log Tla (h, t)+log Tsm (h, t) and taking into
account the asymptotics (0.7) of log Tsm (h, t) we conclude that
2 log T&2 log T =log {(T)&log {(T )
+log {(TD)&log {(T D)
+FT(log Tla (h, t)&log Tla (h , t))
+FT(log Tla (d&h, t)&log Tla (d&h , t))
from which the Corollary follows by (0.9) and (0.10). K
4. Application
In this section we present a new and short proof of results due to, in
increasing generality, RaySinger, Cheeger, and Mu ller concerning the
relation of the analytic torsion and the Reidemeister torsion.
Theorem 4.1 [RS, Ch, Mu 1, Mu 2]. Assume that (M d, g) is a compact
Riemannian manifold without boundary of odd dimension d, \ is a represent-
ation of the fundamental group ?1(M) on a vector space V of dimension l,
\: ?1(M)  GL(V), + is a Hermitian structure on the flat bundle E  M
(E induced by \) and T=(h, g$) is a generalized triangulation (cf. first
definition in Introduction) of M with TD=(d&h, g$) denoting its dual. Then
log T=(log {(T)+log {(TD))2 (4.1)
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For the derivation of Theorem 4.1 from Theorem A and Theorem B we
need a number of well known results which we state for the convenience of
the reader. They can be proved in a straight forward fashion, or found in
literature as mentioned.
Definition. Given generalized triangulations T=(h, g) and T$=
(h$, g$), T$ is called a subdivision of T if
(i) Crq (h)Crq (h$), (0qd )
(ii) W\x (h$, g$)W
\
x (h, g) for any x # Cr(h).
The following result can be found in [Mi2].
Lemma 4.2. Let T=(h, g$) be a generalized triangulation, 0q0
d&1 an integer and x, y two distinct points in M"Cr(h). Then there exists
a generalized triangulation T$=(h$, g") with the following properties
(i) Crq (h$)=Crq (h), q  [q0 , q0+1];
(ii) Crq0 (h$)=Crq (h) _ [x], Crq0+1(h$)=Crq0+1(h) _ [y];
(iii) T$ is a subdivision of T;
(iv) W&y & W
+
x is connected.
Since the Reidemeister torsion does not change by subdivisions
(cf. [Mi1]) one obtains
{(T)={(T$) (4.2)
for any Riemannian manifold (M, g), any representation \: ?1(M) 
GL(V) and any Hermitian structure + on E  M where E is the flat bundle
induced by \.
For a Riemannian manifold (M, g), a set FM and r>0, denote by
Br (F) the following neighbourhood of F, Br (F) :=[x # M: dist g(x, F)r].
Lemma 4.3. Assume that (M, g) is a Riemannian manifold, F=
[x1 , ..., xN] a finite set of points of M and + a Hermitian structure on
E  M. Then there exists a 1-parameter family += , ( |=|<2=0 , =0>0) of
smooth Hermitian structures for E  M of class C1 in (=, x) with the follow-
ing properties:
(i) += + on M"B2= (F);
(ii) += is parallel on B= (F) with respect to the canonical connection
induced by \;
(iii) lim=  0 += + in C1-topology.
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The following result is an immediate generalization of [RS,
Theorem 2.5].
Lemma 4.4 [RS]. Assume that for j=1, 2 we are given Riemannian
manifolds (Mj , g j), representations \j: ?1(Mj)  GL(Vj) and Hermitian
structures +j: Ej  Mj where Ej denotes the bundle induced by \j . Then
log T(M1_M2 , \1\2 , g1_g2 , +1+2)
=/(M2) log T(M1 , \1 , g1 , +1)+/(M1) log T(M2 , \2 , g2 , +2)
where /(Mj) denotes the Euler characteristic of Mj .
The result analogous to Lemma 4.4 for the Reidemeister torsion is
implicit in [Mi1]:
Lemma 4.5 [Mi1]. Assume that for j=1, 2 we are given Riemannian
manifolds (Mj , g j), representations \j: ?1(Mj)  GL(Vj), Hermitian struc-
tures +j on Ej  Mj and triangulations Tj of (Mj , g j). Then
log {(T1_T2)=/(M2) log {(T1)+/(M1) log {(T2).
The last result we need concerns the metric anomaly of the analytic
torsion. In the form needed for the proof of Theorem 4.1 it is a slight
generalization of a result due to RaySinger.
Lemma 4.6 [RS]. Let M be a manifold of odd dimension, \: ?1(M) 
GL(V) a representation of the fundamental group of M on a vector space V
and + a Hermitian structure on the bundle E  M induced by \. Choose a
scalar product in Hq(M; E). Let g(u) be a 1-parameter family of class C1 of
smooth Riemannian metrics of M. Then log T(M, \, g(u), +) is a smooth
function of u whose derivative is given by
d
du
log T(M, \, g(u), +)= :
d
q=0
(&1)q
d
du
log Vq (u)
where Vq (u) is the volume defined by
Vq (u)=det(Aq*(u) Aq (u))&12.
Here Aq (u): Ker2q (u)  Hq(M; E) is the canonical isomorphism provided by
de Rham theory between the null space Ker2q (u) of the q-Laplacian 2q (u)
and Hq(M; E).
Note that Corollary C, Lemmas 4.3, 4.6 and the continuity of the analytic
torsion with respect to the Hermitian structure + imply the following
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Proposition 4.7. Assume (Md, \, g, +, T=(h, g$)) and (M d, \~ , g~ , +~ ,
T =(h , g~ $)) are two systems so that d is odd, l(\)=l(\~ ) and *Crq (h)=
*Crq (h ) for any q. Then with T :=T(M d, \~ , h , g~ , +~ ),
log T&log T =(log {(T)+log {(TD))2&(log {(T )+log {(T D))2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Consider the systems (M, \, g, +, T=(h, g$))
and (S 2, g1 , T1=(h1 , g$1)). According to Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5
log T(M_S 2, \, g_g1 , +)=2 log T(M, \, g, +)
and
log {(T_T1)=2 log {(T); log {((T_T1)D)=2 log {(TD),
where we used that /(M)=0, as M is of odd dimension, and /(S 2)=2.
Next consider the systems (M, \, g, +, T=(h, g$)) and (S 1_S 1, =, g2 ,
T2=(h2 , g$2)) with = the trivial 1-dimensional representation. Again accord-
ing to Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5
log T(M_S 1_S 1, \=, g_g2 , +)=0
and
log {(T_T2)=0; log {(T_T2)=0; log {((T_T2)D)=0
where we used that /(M)=0 and /(S 1_S 1)=0. Using Lemma 4.2 one
can construct generalizd triangulations T$=(h$, g") on M_S 2 and
T"=(h", g$$$) on M_S 1_S 1 so that T$ is a subdivision of T_T1 , T"
a subdivision of T_T2 and *Crq(h$)=*Crq (h") for 0qd+2. Using
Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 4.7 we conclude that
2 log T(M, \, g, +)&(log {(T)+log {(TD))
=log T(M_S 2, \, g_g1 , +)&12(log {(T$)+log {(T$D))
=log T(M_S 1_S 1, \=, g_g2 , +)
&12(log {(T")+log {(T"D))=0. K
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